WORKSHOP: ALL ABOUT THE CBSHS RSC
09/18/2019 @ 1:25PM - 2:15PM
Edwards Hall 402
Learn about the CBSHS Research Support Center, who we are, and how you can team up with us to submit a great proposal.

WORKSHOP: HOW TO FIND FUNDING*
09/30/2019 @ 12:20PM -1:10PM
Edwards Hall 402
You’ll feel like a million bucks after you learn how to find the funds for your research and set up a personalized SPIN search. *Please bring your laptop

WORKSHOP: BUDGET BASICS
10/21/2019 @ 9:05AM - 9:55AM
Brackett Hall 418
Budgets can be confusing. Let us sum it up for you during this workshop!

WORKSHOP: HOW TO WRITE A WHITE PAPER
11/18/2019 @ 3:35PM - 4:25PM
Brackett Hall 418
Distilling your research and its importance into a single page is no easy feat! Come discover our top tips to writing a tip-top white paper.

GETTING YOUR RESEARCH STARTED AT CLEMSON
09/09/2019 @ 11:15AM - 12:05PM
Edwards Hall 201
Hear wisdom from Jim McCubbin Rachel Mayo, Harrison Pinckney, and Khoa Truong, our panel of CBSHS researchers, about how to lift off your research at Clemson.

CLEMSON R-INITIATIVES & SEED GRANTS
10/09/2019 @ 2:30PM - 3:20PM
Lehotsky Hall 285
Find out from the Office of Research Development what new and ongoing R-Initiatives are blossoming in the Division of Research.

EARLY CAREER FUNDING PROGRAMS
11/06/2019 @12:20PM - 1:10PM
Strode Tower 206
Still growing your research program? Learn about several federally-funded early career programs that might be right for you.

WWW.CLEMSON.EDU/CBSHS/RESEARCH